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SUMMARY

Modelling of a high-impedance arcing fault due to a leaning tree in medium voltage (MV) networks was
experimentally verified and the network transients due to this fault were also investigated. Even though the tree had
a very high resistance value, the initial transients were periodically caused by the arc reignitions after each
zero-crossing. In this paper, these features are extracted from residual currents using discrete wavelet transform
(DWT) to localise this fault event. The DWT performance at different measuring nodes throughout an unearthed
20 kV network can be gathered at the base station using wireless sensors concept. So, the DWT is evaluated for a
wide area of the network and the fault detection is confirmed by numerous DWTextractors. Due to the periodicity
of arc reignitions, the initial transients are localised not only at fault starting instant but also during the fault period
that will enhance the detection security. The term of locating the faulty section is determined based on ratios of the
residual current amplitudes. The fault cases are simulated by ATP/EMTP and the arc model is implemented using
the universal arc representation. Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In electrical distribution networks, reliable detections of high-impedance faults are significant

problems [1–3]. The detection difficulty is due to small impacts of these faults on the electrical

quantities. When they are associated with arcs, it becomes hazardous for both human beings and

electrical equipments as well.

All researching efforts directed to detect such faults show the way to understand their features and

the practical considerations for their detection [4–10]. The features are extracted using several digital

filters such as Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), Kalman filter, Fractal and Wavelet Transform [4–7].
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598 N. I. ELKALASHY ET AL.
Therefore, several detection algorithms have been motivated depending on harmonic contents such as

second order, third order, composite odd harmonics, even harmonics, nonharmonics, high frequency

spectra and harmonic phase angle considerations [7–9]. Multiple algorithms can enhance the fault

detection [10]. However, such techniques are not applied for identifying the faults due to a leaning tree.

The faults due to a leaning tree are also categorised as a high-impedance fault due to the high

resistance of the tree (several hundred ohms) and they are also associated with arcs [1]. Since the

electrical network in the Nordic countries is exposed to the leaning trees as a result of large forest areas,

it is worthwhile to study the detection of this fault. The fault due to a leaning tree has been previously

modelled in Reference [1] and its corresponding initial transients of the network have been discussed in

Reference [2].

The transients produced in electrical networks due to faults often depend on the neutral point

treatments. They can be completely isolated from ground, earthed through impedance or solidly

earthed at their neutral. In Nordic Countries, the neutral is commonly unearthed and the compensated

medium voltage (MV) networks have increasingly being used [11]. The system used in this study is a

20 kV unearthed network.

The wireless sensor concept is a modern insight used for various objects with saving time and

expenses. The wireless sensor networks include compact microsensors and wireless communication

capability. They are distributed in the network and electrical quantities are then frequently transmitted

from different measuring points and investigated for several purposes such as load monitoring, fault

detection and location, etc. [12–15].

In this paper, the impact of arc reignitions periodicity on the residual waveforms are used to detect

the high-impedance fault due to a leaning tree. The initial transients in vicinity of the current

zero-crossing lead to fingerprints enhancing the fault detection. These initial transients are localised

based on discrete wavelet transform (DWT) to detect the fault. The wireless sensor concept is used for

enhancing the fault detection and location processes. The ratio of the residual fundamental current of

each section with respect to the parent section in the feeder is estimated for locating the faulty section.

A practical 20 kV unearthed network is simulated in ATP/EMTP and using ATPDraw as a graphical

interface. The fault model is incorporated at different locations in the network and the associated arc is

implemented using the universal arc representation.
2. SIMULATED SYSTEM

The simulation of the electrical networks associated with high-impedance arcing faults is significant to

evaluate the possibility of their discrimination. The system model can be divided into two main parts:

the MV network model and representation of the high-impedance arcing fault described in the

following subsection. Furthermore, the wireless sensors and their locations in the simulated network

are discussed.
2.1. 20 kV MV network

Figure 1 illustrates the single line diagram of an unearthed 20 kV, 5 feeders distribution network

simulated using ATP/EMTP, in which the processing is created by ATPDraw [16]. The feeder lines are

represented using frequency dependent JMarti model type with considering the feeder configuration

given in the Appendix.
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Figure 1. Simulated system for a substation energised 251 km distribution network (5 feeders).
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The neutral of the main transformer is isolated to manage unearthed system. Although the

ungrounded network is not intentionally connected to the earth, it is grounded by the natural phase to

ground capacitances. Therefore, the phase fault current is very low allowing to a high continuity of

service [11]. The main disadvantage of this network is that it is subjected to transient overvoltages. The

current distributions in the unearthed networks during ground faults are addressed in References

[11–12].
2.2. Fault modelling

An experiment was performed to measure the characteristics of a high-impedance arcing fault due to a

leaning tree occurring in a 20 kV distribution network [1]. The fault is modelled using two series parts:

a dynamic arc model and a high resistance. For the considered case study, the resistance is 140 kV [1].

Regarding the arc modelling, the most popular modelling rules depend on thermal equilibrium that has

been adapted as [17]:

dg

dt
¼ 1

t
ðG� gÞ (1)

G ¼ ij j
Varc

(2)

where g is the time-varying arc conductance, G is the stationary arc conductance, jij is the absolute

value of the arc current, Varc is a constant arc voltage parameter, and t is the arc time constant. For

representing the arc associated with this fault type, t is changed to fit the new application as [1]:

t ¼ AeBg (3)
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Figure 2. EMTP network of the high-impedance arcing fault.
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where A and B are constants. In Reference [1], the parameters Varc, A and B have been found to be

2520V, 5.6E-7 and 395917, respectively. Considering the conductance at each zero-crossing, the

medium dielectric until instant of the reignition is represented by a variable resistance. It is represented

using a ramp function of 0.5MV/millisecond for a period of 1 millisecond after the zero-crossing and

then 4MV/millisecond until the reignition instants.

Considering the bilateral interaction between the EMTP power network and the transient analysis

control system (TACS) field, the arcing Equations (1)–(3) are implemented using the universal arc

representation [18]. With the help of Figure 2, the current is transposed into TACS field using sensors

type 91. It is used as input to the arc model that is solved in the TACS exploiting integrator device type

58 with the aid of FORTRAN expressions. In the next step, the computed arc resistance is sent back into

the network using TACS controlled resistance type 91 and so on. Accordingly, the arcing fault

interaction and the corresponding transients are performed. Control signals are generated to distinguish

between arcing and dielectric periods and therefore to fulfil the reignition instant after each

zero-crossing. The aforementioned MV network and the fault modelling are combined in one

arrangement as shown in ATPDraw circuit illustrated in the Appendix.
2.3. Wireless sensors network

Towards increasing the range of data gathering from the electrical network nodes to their main

substation, the wireless sensor networks are recently constructed. The availability of sensing devices,

embedded processors, communication kits and power equipment enables the design of wireless sensor

as depicted from the illustrated four major blocks in Figure 3 [15]. The supply is used to power the

node. The communication block consists of a wireless communication channel which can be short

radio, laser, or infrared. The processing unit is composed of memory to store data and applications

programs, a microcontroller (MCU) and an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) to receive signal from

the sensing device. The sensing block links the sensor node to the physical conditions. In our
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Figure 3. Architecture of the sensor node system [15].
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application, the sensing device is used to measure the feeder line currents as deeply discussed in

References [12–14].

New network protocols are necessary including link, network, transport and application layers to

solve the problems like routing, addressing, clustering, synchronisation and they have to be

energy-efficient [15]. This paper is not going into deeper exploration on such issues. The point of view

is that the wireless concept is used for gathering the currents at different nodes in the network as

depicted in Figure 1. The currents are investigated to detect the fault due to leaning trees.
3. FAULT TEST CASES

The best waveforms which can be analysed for detecting high-impedance ground faults occurring in

unearthed distribution networks are the residual voltage and current waveforms. They are computed as:

ur ¼ ua þ ub þ uc (4)

ir ¼ ia þ ib þ ic (5)

where ur, and ir are the residual voltages and currents, respectively. ua, ub and uc are the phase voltages.

ia, ib and ic are the phase currents. In order to investigate these residual waveforms during the

highlighted fault, the residual currents using Equation (5) is implemented in the TACS field at different

locations of the wireless sensors as depicted in the ATPDraw circuit.

Referring to the simulated system shown in Figure 1, the fault occurred at the end of section EF. The

phase currents are collected at the substation A using the distributed wireless sensors and the residual

current waveform of each section is shown in Figure 4. From the enlarged view, it is obvious that the

higher residual current amplitude is the measured one in the faulty section and it is slightly reduced for

each upstream section BE and AB. The initial transients of the other sections that are healthy are also

obvious at each zero-crossing. This is because there are couplings between the network phases and the

earth along with the feeders’ lengths.

Figure 5 illustrates the residual currents for another fault case occurred at the end of section BD. In

the same manner, the residual current of faulty section BD and consequently of the section AB are

higher than the other healthy sections. Also, the initial transients associated with the arc reignitions

have appeared in all residual current waveforms.

Although these perceptible discriminations in the performance of the residual current magnitudes

during this fault can indicate for the faulty section, it is not suitable to depend on such magnitudes

directly. It is because they are very small (less than 100mA). However, the impact of arc reignitions on
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Figure 4. Enlarged view of residual current waveforms (ir) when the fault occurred in section EF.
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the residual waveforms is obvious and can be used for detecting the fault. The most suitable signal

processing technique for localising these initial transients is DWT.
4. DWT-BASED FAULT DETECTION

Wavelets are families of functions generated from one single function, called the mother wavelet, by

means of scaling and translating operations. The scaling operation is used to dilate and compress the

mother wavelet to obtain the respective high and low frequency information of the function to be

analysed. Then the translation is used to obtain the time information. In this way a family of scaled and

translated wavelets is created and it serves as the base for representing the function to be analysed [19].
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Figure 5. Enlarged view of residual current waveforms (ir) when the fault occurred in section BD.
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The DWT is in form:

DWTcf ðm; kÞ ¼
1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
amo

p
X
n

xðnÞcðk � nboa
m
o

amo
Þ (6)

where c(�) is the mother wavelet that is discretely dilated and translated by amo and nboa
m
o , respectively,

where ao and bo are fixed values with ao> 1 and bo> 0. m and n are integers. In the case of the dyadic

transform, which can be viewed as a special kind of DWT spectral analyser, ao¼ 2 and bo¼ 1. DWT

can be implemented using a multi-stage filter with down sampling of the output of the low-pass filter.

The practical realisation of the DWT is addressed in Reference [20], in which its experimental

implementation was accomplished using DSP board (DSP1003) with reducing its lengthy execution

time.

Several wavelet families have been tested to extract the fault features using the Wavelet toolbox

incorporated into the MATLAB program [21]. Daubechies wavelet 14 (db14) is appropriate to localise

this fault. Details d3, d4 and d5 including the frequency bands 12.5–6.25, 6.25–3.125 and

3.125–1.5625 kHz are investigated where the sampling frequency is 100 kHz. It is evident from these
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Figure 6. Details of residual waveforms shown in Figure 4. (a) Details of the residual current in section AB (ir(AB)),
(b) Details of the residual current in section Bc (ir(BC)), (c) Details of the residual current in section BD (ir(BD)),
(d) Details of the residual current in section BE (ir(BE)), (e) Details of the residual current in section EK (ir(EK)),

(f) Details of the residual current in section EF (ir(EF)).
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DWT-BASED EXTRACTION OF RESIDUAL CURRENTS 605
frequency bands that the sampling frequency can be reduced. However, details d1 and d2 are not used to

avoid the field noise effect [20]. For the fault case occurred at the end of section EF and depicted in

Figure 4, features of the residual currents at different locations are analysed as shown in Figure 6. It is

obvious that the initial transients due to arc reignitions are frequently localised at each zero-crossing.

To find flags used as fault detectors, the average summation of the absolute values of each detail over

a window of the power frequency is computed in a discrete form as:

SdiðkÞ ¼
1

N

Xk
h¼k�Nþ1

diðhÞj j (7)

where Sdi(k) means the detector in discrete samples according to the detail levels di such as Sd3, Sd4 and

Sd5 corresponding to details d3, d4 and d5. h is used for carrying out a sliding window covering

20 milliseconds with N a number of samples.

The performance of the detectors Sdi for different measuring locations is shown Figure 7. It can be

said that the fault is detected based on DWT.Moreover, the considered detectors are high not only at the

starting instant of the fault events but also during the fault period. However, a threshold value equal to

0.01 is considered to discriminate between this fault case and the measurement noises. This threshold

value Sdi> 0.01 is evident with the aid of the experimental waveforms of this fault current and voltage

illustrated in Reference [1]. In this Reference, the experimental waveforms processed using DWTwith

the same mother wavelet Daubechies 14 (db14) for comparison purposes. It is found that the fault

features are extracted using the experimental data considering details d3 and d4 and there is a good

agreement with the simulation results. By applying the discriminator Sdi Equation (7) on the DWT

details d3 and d4 of the experimental fault currents in Reference [1], it is found that a threshold value is

equal to 0.01 to discriminate between the fault features and noises. (Figure 8)
5. FAULTY SECTION DISCRIMINATION

It should be noted that the aforementioned detectors can only identify the high-impedance fault due to a

leaning tree, however, they cannot discriminate the faulty section. In order to overcome this

shortcoming, the ratio of the fundamental component of each section with respect to the parent section

is computed. Therefore, the fundamental component is tracked using a recursive Discrete Fourier

Transform (DFT) as:

Ireal ¼ Ireal þ
2

N
ðirðkÞ � irðk � NÞÞ cosðkuÞ (8)

Iimaj ¼ Iimaj þ
2

N
ðirðkÞ � irðk � NÞÞ sinðkuÞ (9)

Ir ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
I2real þ I2imaj

q
(10)

where u¼ 2p/N, ir(k) is the discrete input samples of the residual current and Ireal, Iimaj and Ir are the

in-phase, quadrature-phase and the amplitude, respectively. The corresponding fundamental

amplitudes of the residual current waveforms of different sections are shown in Figure 8. It

illustrates that the residual current amplitudes of sections AB, BE and EF are the higher than the others.

Accordingly, the ratio of the residual fundamental current component of each section with respect to
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Figure 7. The detector Sdi of the details shown in Figure 6. (a) Sdi of the residual current details in section AB
(ir(AB)), (b) Sdi of the residual current details in section Bc (ir(BC)), (c) Sdi of the residual current details in section
BD (ir(BD)), (d) Sdi of the residual current details in section BE (ir(EB)), (e) Sdi of the residual current details in

section EK (ir(EK)), (f) Sdi of the residual current details in section EF (ir(EF)).
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Figure 8. Fundamental components of the residual currents shown in Figure 5.
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the residual current amplitude of the parent section AB is computed to estimate the fault path. For

example, the ratio regarding section EK is:

REK ¼
IrðEKÞ
IrðABÞ

(11)

where Ir(EK) and Ir(AB) are the fundamental residual current components of sections EK and AB,

respectively. Similarly, ratios regarding other sections are computed and the corresponding

performances are shown in Figure 9. Due to the fault in section EF, the ratios RBE and REF are the

highest and they are approximately equal to one during the fault. Before the fault, the ratios are not

stable because the value of residual current of section AB is approximately zero. However, they are

only considered during the detectors Sdi indicating for the fault existence.

Towards increasing the fault location security, the aforementioned ratio is computed for the change

of residual current amplitudes. This change is the difference between the residual current magnitude
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Figure 9. Discriminators R for the fault case shown in Figure 5.
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during and pre-fault measurements. For example, the ratio of section EK is computed as:

R0
EK ¼

DIrðEKÞ
DIrðABÞ

¼
IrðEKÞduring � IrðEKÞpre
IrðABÞduring � IrðABÞpre

(12)

For applying these discriminators, distinguishing between pre-fault and during the fault periods

should be carried out and can be managed using the detectors shown in Figure 7. As soon as the fault

features extracted by DWT are appeared, the R0 discriminator is expected to locate the faulty section.
6. DISCUSSION

The scenario of this fault detection and its location can be generalised by Figure 10. At each measuring

node, the phase currents (ia, ib, ic) are measured and the residual current is computed. The residual current

is then processed using DWT to compute the detector Sdi. If Sdi is greater than 0.01, then the fault exists.
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The fundamental current component Ir is computed using the recursive DFT. Once the fault is detected,

the detectors Sdi and Ir are transmitted to the base station using thewireless communication channels. The

data transmission can be accomplished at a lower sampling rate. The detectors Sdi are suitable to

discriminate between periods of pre-fault and during the fault to apply the discriminator function R0.
Designing appropriate logic functions or artificial intelligent techniques considering the detectors Sdi and

discriminators R0 of each section as inputs are required for an adaptive faulty section locator.

Towards decreasing the sampling frequency at which the DWT is processed, it is evident from

Figure 7 that the detail d4 is the most suitable coefficient when it is used for detecting the fault. So, the

sampling frequency can be reduced to 50, 25 or 12.5 kHz; however, the used coefficient will be detail

d3, d2 or d1, respectively.

Furthermore, the fault due to a leaning tree circumstances are controlled by the tree movement and

wind speed. So, this fault with the obtained features can be diminished due to tree moving far away

from the electrical conductor. When the tree is leaned again towards the conductor, these features will

be more repeated. Therefore, the repetitions of detecting this fault type will also enhance the fault

detection security.
7. CONCLUSIONS

A novel detection technique of a high-impedance arcing fault caused by leaning trees has been

proposed based on extracting the residual current waveforms using DWT. Therefore, the current
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sensors are only required disregarding voltage sensors. The fault model has been incorporated in

different locations in 20 kV network using the ATP/EMTP program, where the network has been

pre-processed by ATPDraw. The residual currents have been computed for each electrical section in the

feeder, in which the phase currents have been measured using the allocated wireless sensors. The

periodicity of the arc reignitions has given a significant performance for the DWT with this fault

type and the results ascertain the fault detection. The faulty section has been estimated by the ratios of

the residual current change in each electrical section with respect to the residual current change in the

parent section. A sensitive and secure detection of the faults due to a leaning tree has been attained

using DWT and wireless sensor concept.
8. LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
MV m
Copyright # 2
edium voltage
DWT d
iscrete wavelet transform
MCU m
icrocontroller
ADC a
nalog-to-digital converter
g t
ime-varying arc conductance
G s
tationary arc conductance
jij a
bsolute value of the arc current
Varc a
 constant arc voltage parameter
t a
rc time constant
A and B c
onstants
EMTP e
lectromagnetic transient program
ATP a
lternative transient program
TACS t
ransient analysis control system
ur r
esidual voltage
ir r
esidual currents
ua, ub, uc p
hase voltages
ir, ia, ib p
hase currents
c(�) m
other wavelet
amo d
ilation
nboa
m
o t
ranslation,
ao and bo fi
xed values with ao> 1 and bo> 0
m and n i
ntegers
db14 D
aubechies wavelet 14
Sdi(k) t
he detector in discrete samples
h c
ounter for carrying out a sliding window covering 20 milliseconds
N a
 number of samples
Ireal i
n-phase value component
Iimaj q
uadrature-phase component
Ir c
urrent amplitude
R a
 ratio of the residual fundamental current component of each section with respect to the

residual current amplitude of the parent section AB
Ir(�)pre p
re-fault residual current
Ir(�)during d
uring-fault residual current
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APPENDIX

Figure 11 illustrates the considered ATPDraw network. It contains the MV network as described in

Figure 1, the universal arc representation which is illustrated in Figure 4 and the residual currents (ir)

which are described by Equation (4). The feeders are represented using frequency-dependent JMarti

model, the configuration of which is shown in Figure 12.
Figure 11. The ATPDraw network.
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Figure 12. The feeder configuration.
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